The Pet of the Month is…

Beau

Beau is a four year old chocolate Labrador Retreiver that lives with Aaron and Morgan DeBlaey. Beau is
supposed to be a hunting dog but he is not that good at it; he is more of a snuggler. He loves sleeping in bed next
to Morgan or in the bay window. He will eat any treat that he is given but really looks forward
to licking out the bowl after Aaron or Morgan have some ice cream. He loves playing with
tennis balls and his orange stuffed bone that he has had since he was a puppy. He will sleep
with the bone in his mouth and his paws wrapped around it. Beau is not allowed to bring his
tennis balls into the house and on the rare occations that one ends up in the house they will
put it on top of the refridgerator. The next morning they will find Beau sitting and staring at
the fridge waiting for his ball.
Beau like to play fetch, run on the beach, go swimming, hiking in the woods and going for car rides where
he will stick his head out the moon roof. Beau knows several tricks including sit, shake, other
paw, high five, lay down and balancing a treat on his nose. Aaron and Morgon recently added a
new puppy to the family and Beau is working on getting along with her. Morgon could not find
him one day recently. She finally found him asleep in the bath tub where he was hiding from
the puppy. Beau will help himself to things on the counters such as bread, coffee cakes and
brownies. Beau can also open the door at Morgon’s parents house. They have the lever type
handles and one time they left Beau there while they went out to dinner. When they got home
he was outside waiting for them. They cound not figure out how he got out. He did it again a few weeks later
and they eventually figured out that he was pulling the lever down and pushing it open with his nose.
The doctors and staff at Cedar Grove Veterinary Service look forward to seeing Beau and his family for
many years to come.
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